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This paper is the first of two written by Brad Efron and Ron Thisted
studying the frequency distribution of words in the Shakespearean canon.
The key idea due to Fisher in the context of sampling of species is simple and
elegant. When applied to Shakespeare the idea appears to be preposterous:
an author has a personal vocabulary of word species represented by a dis-
tribution G, and text is generated by sampling from this distribution. Most
results do not require successive words to be sampled independently, which
leaves room for individual style and context, but stationarity is needed for
prediction and inference. The expected number of words that occur x ≥ 1
times in a large sample of n words is

ηx = E(mx) = n

∫
e−λλx dG(λ)/x!,

and one target for inference is η0, the number of unseen word species. Fisher
employed the Gamma model for the distribution of λ, as do most subsequent
workers such as Good and Toulmin (1956), Holgate (1969), and Mosteller
and Wallace (1984). The gamma model implies that ηx = η1γ

x−1Γ(x +
α)/(x! Γ(1 + α)) proportional to the negative binomial frequencies for some
constant γ less than one but typically close to one. Finiteness of η0 requires
α > 0, but the expression for ηx with x > 1 makes sense for α > −1, and the
estimate for Shakespeare is negative. Presumably Shakespeare’s vocabulary
increased over time, so an infinite estimate is not unreasonable.

As Efron and Thisted point out, there is no compelling reason to sup-
pose that Fisher’s gamma model will fit the Shakespeare’s word frequencies.
Stylistic and literary compositional arguments are not supportive of random
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sampling. In fact, the fit is extremely good. Despite the overwhelming tex-
tual evidence to the contrary, the word frequency data are consistent with
the bard choosing his words at random.

Fisher’s negative binomial model is a precursor of the celebrated Ewens
distribution (Ewens, 1972) on partitions. One way to generate a random
partition of the integer n is to generate a random permutation of {1, . . . , n}
with weight function θ#π where #π is the number of cycles in the permuta-
tion π. The associated exponential family of distributions on permutations
is Γ(θ)θ#π/Γ(n+θ). If π contains m1 uni-cycles of length one, m2 bi-cycles,
m3 tri-cycles and so on, then #π = m. and the induced integer partition
is 1m12m2 · · ·nmn . The marginal distribution on integer partitions is the
Ewens distribution

pn(1m12m2 . . . nmn) =
Γ(θ) θm. n!

Γ(n + θ)
∏n

j=1 jmj mj !
,

where m. =
∑

mj is the number of parts or word species in a sample of
n =

∑n
x=1 xmx words. In other words, the multiplicities m1, . . . are inde-

pendent Poisson random variables with mean E(mx) ∝ θx/x subject to the
condition that

∑
xmx = n. This point is on the boundary of the Fisher

model (α = 0, γ = 1). It is a curious fact that in ecological, genetic and
literary applications, the boundary points of the model appear to be the
most natural. For further discussion in this direction, see Keener, Rothman
and Starr (1987).

The modern literature on random partitions emphasizes exchangeable
partition processes generated by sampling from a symmetric Dirichlet dis-
tribution or Dirichlet process. A partition processes has a sequential rep-
resentation in the form of a Chinese restaurant process (Pitman, 2006, sec-
tion 3.2), specifying the conditional distribution for each new word or spec-
imen. Fisher’s gamma model coincides with the two-parameter Chinese
restaurant process, and this process allows α to be negative.

As chance would have it, the opportunity arose in 1985 to apply the
Efron-Thisted model to test the authorship of a poem discovered by Gary
Taylor in the archives of the Bodelian Library. The new poem of 429 words
includes nine words not previously seen in Shakespeare’s writings. The
Efron-Thisted model predicts 6.97 new words, a rare statistical bullseye
predating the observation. Additional tests based on rare words indicated
that the new poem is reasonably compatible with previous Shakespearean
usage.
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